We present a hybrid system for managing both symbolic and subsymbolic knowledge in a uniform way. Our aim is to solve problems where some gap in formal theories occurs which stops us from getting a fully symbolical solution.
Introduction
In aiming to solve operational problems very often we have available to us general robust theories which nevertheless lack some elements for providing a complete solution (e.g. free coefficients, coherent formalization of boundary conditions, etc.).
Thus we are compelled to use these theories either simply as general directions for finding an essentially empirical solution or as providers of oversimplified theoretical solutions which must be empirically stretched to match the actual operational framework.
Integrating formal knowledge with empirical practice (call it experience, intuition, creativity and so on) is a recent direction of both artificial intelligence [1, 2] and identification and control theory [3] , where neural networks are commonly considered the favorite computational paradigm for modeling praxis.
The present paper aims to provide a unifying formal framework for this integration. Since the generality of this ambitious goal may pose the risk of generating trivial solutions, we assumed the hard bench-mark of improving two well assessed sorting procedures to appraise the operational efficiency of the proposed computing structure.
The general idea consists in identifying each formal rule with a processor that computes it. Given a computational problem we build the solving hardware by mounting on an ideal mother board all processors representing useful pieces of theory and by replacing with trainable functions, computed by neural networks, the missing components (processors and links) we need to render the hardware complete for computing the solution. Mainly we put in this theoretical container four goods that, without any claim to exhaustiveness, cover the principal ingredients of many instances of knowledge integration:
i. we deal with symbolical functions as results of available though incomplete theories [4] ;
ii. we focus on dynamical systems since they are able to host the recursive kernel of any non trivial computation [5, 6] ;
iii. we manage decision trees as top-down counterparts of both mixtures of experts -a recent paradigm much used in both neural network [7, 8] and computational learning [9] -and, in a broad sense, structured data processing [10, 11] -as will be discussed later in the paper; iv. we manage fuzzy set membership values -with a favorite probabilistic interpretation [12] -as a computational way of dealing with unsharp shifts between candidate pieces of functions [13] .
Actually hybrid systems have a long story, dating not far from the revival of neural networks (see for instance [14] or [15] , or even [16] for a non learning task) and constitute a huge family of learning machines that present many distinguishing features (see for example [17, 18, 19] ). KBANN [20] could constitute a paradigmatic and elementary example for this paper. Here the C4.5 [21] or similar [22] mechanisms for symbolically inducing decision trees from data are enriched with neural network facilities for refining decision rules, after a natural mapping of trees into feedforward neural networks (see also [23] for a recent implementation of these facilities).
Since we have identified knowledge atoms with the processors computing them, a crucial perspective for differentiating the various integration approaches is the reciprocal role played by the neural and symbolic components of our hybrid system. According to the interesting taxonomy in [24] :
-it may happen that one of the components acts as pre or post processor of the main process run by the other: like in [25] , where C4.5 algorithm is used to reduce the number of features in input to a training neural network, or in [26] , where linguistical features are compressed by neural networks before being syntactically processed.
-a component may act as the main problem solver and the other just a subroutine: like in [15] , where a semantic network uses the hidden nodes of a neural network as microfeatures for performing similarity-based reasoning, or in [27] , where nodes of a directed acyclic graph are compressed in a recursive way into the hidden layer of a mirroring network having in input both the symbolical description of the node and a compressed description of preceding nodes in the graph.
-higher order structures can be organized where one component does the computational job and the other just supervises it. This is the case of the Robotic Skill Acquisition Architecture in [14] and the architectural schemes in [28] , where symbolic and neural baselevel components are supervised by symbolic metaprocessors.
-neural and symbolic processing play a joint venture in [29] where the two partners interact directly with the environment and exchange information between them, with the common aim of detecting arrhythmia from records of patient heart electrical activity.
Similarly, in [30] a proportional-derivative feedback and a neural module add their control signals to stabilize the attitude angles of a satellite.
Our approach aims at constituting an algorithmic support for all these categories, since it neither distinguishes in principle between neural and symbolic components nor is affected by the grain of the processors belonging to the two components and their interactions. On the contrary, our system runs and updates these processors in the same way, as long as some loose derivability requirements are locally satisfied. The border-line between symbolic and subsymbolic parts of the system can be stated freely, as far as the functionality of the whole system is concerned.
We tailored this computational contrivance to solve the widespread problem of sorting a file. For this problem plenty of optimized symbolic algorithms are available, given its relevance in any operational context (over 25% of processing time, according to estimates [31] ). They range from sequential algorithms -see [31, 32] for an almost complete list -to the parallel issues of the last decade [33, 34, 35, 36, 37] .
Within the mainstream of neural networks for fast solutions to combinatorics problems, started by [38] , various -analogical or digital -neural architectures have been proposed for sorting a set of numbers. They mainly concern parallel algorithms requiring a number of neurons polynomial in the size n of the file to be ordered. Ideally, we have six-layered analogical perceptrons of O(n 3 ) neurons [39] or tree-layered digital perceptrons with O(n 2 ) neurons [40] which could compute a solution in constant time, on the condition that some hardware problems had been solved. More realistically, we have O(n 2 ) neurons in analogical Hopfield-like networks which converge to the sorting solution in experimented constant running time [41, 42, 43, 44] , or O(n) digital self-organizing feature maps which converge to the sorting solution in experimented constant running time [45] , in case of uniform distribution of the sorted data. Linking the exponent of the above powers to the size of the sorted file, some architectures require only O(n 1+ε ) neurons and O(n 1+ε ) connections to sort a file in constant time, where ε decreases with n, being already less than 1 for n =1000 [ 46] In this paper instead we propose a sequential processing of the file to be sorted. The two iterative rules of direct insertion and quick sort algorithms [31] are the available pieces of functions assembled together with recursive neural networks. Their job is both to feed the single rules on suitable suggestions, and to value the results of the two rules viewed like alternative experts in order to select the best of them for accomplishing the next step of a compound sorting procedure. The key point of the first functionality is the backpropagation of the error through all the processing elements of the hybrid system. In the second role, the neural network acts as a generator of conditional probabilities of selecting a good expert, optimizing the user's expectation for the procedure.
We show empirically that this processing can effectively improve the mentioned two basic algorithms, suitably shifting between them at run time in order to get utmost benefit from each for given computational costs. The improvements range from few decimal points in percentage for the skillful quick sorting to one order of magnitude for straight insertion.
The analysis of the numerical data shows that the networks subsymbolically implement fine statistical decision rules that are based on the unknown distribution law of the sorting data.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present the dynamical system and its training procedure. The procedure is no more than error backpropagation, but special care has been devoted to dealing in a unifying way with the following points: (i) the functionality of the symbolic processing elements and their assembling, (ii) the sensitivity of the goal function to the free parameters of the system, with special regard to particular boolean functions, and (iii) the structure of the computations evolving with time. In section 3 we formalize the sorting problem and the hybrid strategy for solving it.
Experimental results are widely discussed in section 4. Comments and outlooks conclude the paper in section 5.
Training dynamical systems.
Let us represent a dynamical non stationary system through the following difference equation
z(t+1)=Φ[t,z(t),v(t)]
(
where Φ is a non linear function, v is the external input, and let us split the state vector z=(x,y) into two parts:
x= inner state vector, and y= visible state vector.
Thinking of a hardware system we generally have many physical constraints which bind its evolution. For instance, crucial parameters are the clock of the various components and the delays between their actions. Other problems are the operational gain between control input and control action and the intervention of random phenomena which might render the next state of the system partially unmanageable.
On the contrary, a virtual system is much more flexible. It is up to us to decide the framework of the virtual reality on which it operates. Of course, its utility depends on the possibility of interfacing this system with actual boundary conditions; however, many degrees of freedom remain available in general.
The immanent idea of neural network becomes concrete in the fact that this system splits into a series of processing elements (PE) topologically connected in a graph, operating in parallel and endowed with a huge set of free parameters. Let us call this system representation running network (see Fig. 1 .a). Its parameters must be adjustable through easy and speedy procedures based on previously collected statistics on the goal behavior of the system.
With these cautions about adaptability in mind, we now relax the following typical constraints which are met in working with recurrent neural networks and with dynamical systems in general. Figure 1 1. Delay between the firings of connected neurons. In the literature we see recurrent neural networks which update in a single clock pulse a set of sequentially connected neurons: each neuron instantaneously takes the updated state of the preceding neurons in the sequence and with one step delay the state of laterally connected neurons [47] . Other neural networks, more uniformly, spend a tick for each updating [48] or implement intermediate delays' models [49] .
Actually, the sole inherent clock of these virtual systems is the clock of the hosting computing machinery. Modalities such as those mentioned before can be managed by a
proper architecture of the system. (see Fig. 2 ).
Figure 2
2. Shape of the recurrence relation. Also on this function no constraint exists, except for the fact that it is computable by the hosting machine; namely, it must be a partial recursive function of a hosting Turing machine. As usual, higher order recurrence can be uniformly managed via enlarged state vectors. Φ[t,z(t),v(t)] is viewed as a member of a parametric family. Namely, (1) reads
where w belongs to some domain D w and is adjustable by incremental methods.
The inner clock t runs at each updating of the state vector while communication between
PEs is instantaneous or, equivalently, updating plus broadcasting takes one clock cycle.
As suggested in other papers [50, 51, 52] we might unfold the running network in an unlimited (directed acyclic) mother graph, where the transfer of information from one PE to another takes one edge (see Fig. 1 .a). Actually, we can identify the run time PE configuration of the running network with the cross-section versus the time axis of the mother graph, while connections between PEs move from one to the following section.
This representation states a clear space-temporal relation: the neuron signals travel in the graph along the temporal direction -from the output of the origin to the output of the destination neuron -spending one inner clock pulse per crossed edge. Consequently, a PE of the running network splits during t passes of its evolution in t replicas within a path of the mother graph.
Outer clocks can be defined on demand to follow the evolution of either special sets of PEs or macro-phenomena within the mother graph. In other words, it is the ratio between inner and outer clock rates that qualifies a set of processors as a single PE or a set of them.
The two system representations: running networks and mother graph, are not mutually exclusive. For example, later in the paper we will use an intermediate representation where the mentioned space-temporal structure connects sets of PEs that locally evolve according to own clock and recurrence relation. This may be considered as the result of a partial unfolding of the running network, such that some still folded parts of the network, whose connections form cycles, are confined to nodes of the acyclic main structure. And this allows to put order in the whole system behavior.
We adopt gradient descent as a canonical tool for adjusting free parameters. This requires to pass an error term through the edges with the same clocking. Obviously, it is immaterial that the running network configuration changes with t, since it maps onto different sites of the mother graph. These changes may be modeled as follows: the set of PEs is fixed with the time, while connections that are alive at time t between some PEs might disappear, or new ones can appear at other times|sites in this graph. As a consequence, the functions computed by the set of PEs might change from time to time as well, which accounts for the dependence of function F in (2) on t .
A special instance of running network with variable configuration occurs when a PE decides which one of alternative sets of PEs to connect -this occurs when F is a composition of alternative partial functions that we identify with their hosting hardware.
If we represent the solver as a binary decision tree, the kernel of the learning procedure is to device the decision tree as a set of candidate paths to plug in the mother graph and to train a neural PE to switch between the two sons of a decision node. This means that a neuron must decide which connections to activate between some subgraphs. Obvious extensions to decisions with more than two alternatives can be obtained either by a binary splitting of these decisions or by endowing the switcher with a 1-of-k classification device [53] to directly address the running network to one of the k candidate configurations.
Such switching functionality is an interesting task in two respects:
1. It represents a self-referential evolution way by which the network decides its own layout, thus reducing two problems to the same learning level: lay-out and its parametrization. These problems are generally dealt with through substantially separate actions [54, 55, 56] ; interesting exceptions such as ART (Adaptive Resonance Theory) networks [57] or SPEC (Subsymbolic Parser for Embedded Clauses) architectures [58] take the switching decision according to non adaptive rules.
2. It prefigures the possibility of developing subsymbolical inductive companions of the symbolical deductive inferential rules in the province of AI [59] .
By compressing in single edges of the mother graph all branches which do not involve selection of alternative edges, we obtain a pure binary decision tree. If the kind of selection is always the same we can spread a replica of a same switching PE on each node, to rule root-to-leave paths (see Fig. 3 ) Figure 3 At the intermediate representation level mentioned before, we can follow the running of the neural switcher along the time through a space-temporal association between the pulse of an edge (outer) clock and the shift of the switcher one level down the decision tree, priming a fork process if we are interested in visiting all branches of the tree. In this case, if no further computations are accomplished on the output of the neural switcher, the output is duplicated as well in the input of the switcher son replicas. Otherwise the output copies are preliminarily processed by the PEs of the subsystem concealed in the edges of the tree.
An example of functions alternating with time on a same PE will be given later in connection with the special decision tree in Fig. 6 .b.
PE activation function.
The only requirement is that on the mother graph it is possible to chain the derivatives with respect to the free parameters from one connected node to another.
In fact, coming back to the running network representation, once we have stated the error function E(w) on a trajectory of T steps:
we can easily state the backpropagation rule, in forward and backward versions, as follows [60] According to the chain rule, we can write:
where and Jy is a submatrix of Jz.
Equations (4) and (5) call directly for a forward procedure which accumulates the gradient addends starting from t=1 till t=T, with the obvious initial condition Jz 0 (w)= 0. If 
, then these addends can be computed in real time together with the updating of the state vector according to the procedure in Table 1 , where ∇ z t E(w) is the obvious extension of ∇ y t E(w) with the addition of some null components. This procedure represents a direct extension to our general model of the Real Time Recurrent
Learning procedure proposed in [60] for recurrent networks of solely conventional neurons.
In order to propagate the error signal in the opposite direction, let us introduce the backward term δ k t (w) through the following recursion equation [61] 
which propagates the gradient of the error function from time t back to time k. Then (4) can be written as: Table 2 . Backward computation of the gradient of the error function.
so that its value can be recursively computed backward as:
Relations (7) and (8) suggest the two phases algorithm of Table 2 for backward computing ∇E(w).
By specializing this procedure to networks of solely subsymbolic PEs we obtain the well known BackPropagation Through Time algorithm introduced in [47] . Conversely, an early extension of the backpropagation algorithm to symbolic neurons can be found in [62] .
The usual data channeling function (linear weighting) of neural networks guarantees the existence of J w F(z k ,v k ;w,k) and J zk F(z k ,v k ;w,k), provided that the functions computed by PEs are derivable with respect to both the free parameters and the state vector. In turn, selecting a suitable PE allows us to embed into the system as much symbolical knowledge as is available. This is a delicate job deeply involving the expertise of people implementing the learning procedure on the actual learning problem.
The neural switcher that rules the decision tree in Fig. 3 does not admit
To recover a relaxed form of PE derivability we equip the switcher with an output continuous in [0,1] and give this signal the meaning of conditional probability of preferring one -say the left one -of the two outgoing edges of a given node, given the choices already made in the decision process.
The effectiveness of this value is twofold. From a training perspective the value at each node in a path easily concurs to state the probability of the entire path and this probability concurs to the definition of the error function to be minimized. During the recall phase on each node we select the highest preferable son; this coincides with a local maximum likelihood strategy. However, we can adopt other reasonable ways of using the network output in both training and recall phases, possibly referring to nodes with more than two sons and using normalizing strategies such as softmax [63] or similars on the network answers, possibly giving a broader meaning of fuzzy set membership function to the output of the switcher. For a broader discussion the interested reader might refer to the quoted technical paper [64] or more general introductory books such as [65, 66] .
Computational flow.
In principle we could manage the evolution and training of a running network coping with decision trees in the formalism of equations (2) to (8), i.e.
globally and in parallel. Special care should be devoted to the fact that, in case we want to follow all decision paths, the size of the mother graph across the time direction grows at the same rate the number of nodes does in Fig. 3 with the tree depth, and the size of state vector grows as well. However, if the length of the trajectories is finite, we could refer to a constant size vector with initially many null components. Along the process evolution null components are overwritten by the mentioned splitting process. But this would result in a waste of computational resources. Therefore it is preferable to manage these size changes dynamically at the expense of a few more formalisms.
Let us start with a very general framework. Consider an aggregate of modules in the running recurrent network representation in charge of computing F in (2) at a certain time k. Each module i is a network of (symbolic or subsymbolic) PEs ruled by a similar recurrence function F i . Direct links between modules convey outputs from a PE of a module in input to a PE of another module. From an analytical viewpoint these links behave like usual edges (possibly with weight =1) of a neural network. From an operational viewpoint, they allow us to compose our hybrid system using available functional relationships between the modules, a suitable feature for any high level programming language for neural networks [67] , and vice-versa segment the steps of the learning procedure.
With reference to Fig. 4 , pointing to module i at (inner) time k , let us denote by:
•n par (i,k) the number of ingoing links,
•m son (i,k) the number of modules joined by outgoing links,
•n sen (i,k) the number of neurons that send signal these modules, 
where J vk,h j ∧ yk,i F hj coincides with J vk,h j F hj, but derivatives w.r.t. inputs that do not come from module i (i.e. do not correspond to outputs of this module) are set to zero.
Similarly, the gradient computation splits as:
where w parameters' locality might prime further segmentations in the formula.
Note the cross functionality between modules of the dummy inputs, while the weights of the related links are ascribed to the parameter set of the ending modules.
Segmenting the computation of ∇E(w) as in (11) is an extension of a usual expedient in linear algebra for efficiently dealing with sparse matrices. For instance, as easily recognizable by inspection, running time and memory occupation of the backward gradient computation are O(n 3 T) and O(n 2 +nT), respectively 1 . Now, if we were able (i.e. if we had knowledge of F) to partition PEs in, say, ten modules with a disregardable number of interconnections, we could decrease complexities of three and two orders, respectively. In addition, if we know that only a certain number of nodes are alive simultaneously, we could still reduce the complexity. In particular, coming back to the decision tree in Fig. 3 as a particular instance of modules' aggregate, we can split the computation of F as a recursive application of a same module in parallel to the nodes of any tree level. Thus there is an intensive state piping along root_to_leaf paths but no links between paths, as will be detailed later. This allows us to work with a series of learning problems on a same network of only ν nodes, where ν is the number of PEs in the module. And at each outer time step t, associated to a level of the decision tree, the number µ(t) of module replicas (with different states however) exactly coincides with the number of nodes of this level. Therefore
, where τ is the decision tree depth.
Moreover, modularity can support the necessary rationale of the updating strategy for systems described by large mother graphs. For these systems, indeed, we may need to update the parameters several times during the processing of a single training example, to avoid the smoothing effect of the addition of too many terms in the delta of a same parameter, such as occurs in an overly large batchsize. This common problem, solved in conventional recurrent neural networks by windowing and similar strategies [48] , can find here a deeply logical motivation if we relate the updating points to the computational paths through modules by which we sequentially simulate the parallel processing of the neural network. This will be shown in a moment.
Going in still deeper detail for the decision tree in Fig. 3 , we organized training computations as the recurrent descent of a same switcher module along the root_to_leaf paths in the forward phase and a re-ascent along the opposite direction in the backward phase. Due to the probabilistic nature we assigned the switcher, we identify the forward phase with a family of random root_to_leaf paths drawn from the complete expansion of the binary tree. The sampling is done according to the probability product distribution determined by the switcher outputs according to the chain rule for computing joint probabilities.
In an equivalent way, we visit the whole tree in the forward phase and pipe backward along all leaf_to_root paths the error signals, weighting them with the probabilities of the single paths. Note that the output of a recurrent neural network plays a double role in incremental training methods: locally, it is the primer for subsequent states; globally, it is the input to the error function. A discrete network dynamics increases the risk of ending the error minimization process in no meaningful fixed points. Here we reduce this risk working with a virtually continuous average dynamics obtained by weighting the alternative paths with the probabilities computed by the switcher. We may imagine other strategies diverging from this basic model for improving the network trainability, removing noisy side effects or just reducing running time. Thus we could disregard less probable paths or locally decide to follow the most preferable son of a node; we address the reader to the quoted technical report [64] for some discussion and experiments in this regard. For the application in this paper we found most efficient the basic mode, an option that avoids possible traps from pruning heuristics and can be reasonably followed since the number of nodes of our decision tree is O(nlog(n)), n being the relevant dimension of our learning task.
At the operational level, this mode requires the mentioned state and module replicas mechanism to fully visit the tree in the descent. In the ascent, we compute the error function in the root as the averaged sum of the costs of the single paths, which result in turn in the sums of crossed edge costs.
To simplify notations, we move the probability of selecting an edge and the local cost coming from this decision to the edge's ending node. Namely, denoting by: l= keep left son, r= keep right son, the composition of the costs in the first two levels of our decision tree is the following:
Thus, by simple induction we desume that
Now, the switcher recurrence function on each node is the same -that allows a notable saving of computer memory -but its state vector is different. Therefore,
as the application of the recurrence function on the k-th node of path b, and • maintaining the other notations of (11), but
• restricting the links to the sole connection involved by a given path b,
equation (11) can be suitably rewritten as:
and the boundary condition Equations (13) and (14) are written for the case where the switcher shifts down the path at each inner pulse; thus each signal to the neurons, apart the initial setting, comes from the previous module. Now, if we feed-back dummy output on dummy input of the same module, we can work with a single usual recurrent neural network, converting dummy in inner states. Therefore the above equations can read as
which apply at each inner pulse when the module either shifts or even stays.
External input eventually changes with the different selections operated by the switcher itself.
We named this organization of ∇E(w) computation BackPropagation Through Tree.
In particular, in our application, we fix the updating points on each leaf of the tree -a choice that privileges short time depth first and long time breadth average experiences. This means that ∇E(w) is cumulated just on the single paths before free parameters' updating.
Whether a suitable experience can be cumulated along the switcher descents into its inner state vector strongly depends on the nature of the decision tree, the amount of information supplied to the network in the questioning points, and the learning task in general. In visiting a theorem prover search tree, other authors [68] prefer to refer to an essentially bottom-up tree that explicitly feeds a neural network on a suitable representation of the current visiting story. As nicely formalized in [10] the kernel of the learning problem consists in learning a function from a structured input to an unstructured representation of it, where the structure is a family of specially issued direct acyclic graphs. In the theorem prover example the structure is the family of syntactical trees representing partial proof attempts, and the ultimate goal is a map from any proof attempt to a rating for scoring a candidate next move in the associate decision tree. The above representations in input to the scoring network can be suitably synthesized either within the LRAAM strategy in [27] or by a structured neural network like in [51, 69] .
The scoring network is a multilayer perceptron. A comparison between the learning procedure running on the pair < structured neural network, multilayer perceptron> -a typical instance of BackProtagation Through Structure algorithm [11] -and the proposed Back propagation Through Tree may be synthesized as follows:
A single neural network is trained to descend a decision tree; in the second procedure the network retains memory of both past queries and network reactions, getting a feed-back to its behavior at the end of the descent. In the first procedure the network sees only the current query and receives immediate feedback to its answer. This inferior learning context is compensated by a careful input representation, as mentioned before, that implicitly synthesizes the previous queries' log but not the machinery reactions. A further technical difference concerns the signal and error piping through the unfolding tree architectures. In the structured neural network signal converges in the root while delta error spreads toward the leaves, and vice-versa in BackPropagation Through Tree. In both cases a single connection weight receives updating contributions from various homologous connections.
Since a suitable input is a certain benefit for any switcher, the two approaches are not mutually exclusive. Therefore, we might expect new efficient procedures deriving from a smart combination of them, after a deep analysis of the preferability region versus the two approaches in the domain of the query structural features and an evaluation of the different statistical features of the error propagation in the two directions.
In conclusion, the full optional issue of our system can be viewed as a generalized recurrent neural network where some neurons compute the usual simple activation functions, other PEs, which we call symbolical, compute more complex -though derivable, at least in average -functions. Some parameters are fixed, others have to be learnt by the gradient descent strategy. Some state variables play the usual role, others are metavariables which decide the subsequent shape of the dynamics itself.
Note that the general aim is to put in the hybrid system symbolic PEs whenever we know pieces of symbolic functions, in place of forcing a neural module to simulate it. The last goal have been pursued by many researchers in the last years, obtaining interesting theoretical results [67, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76] . However, we prefer to exploit the learning capability of the neural network to compute this kind of functions, like the mentioned decision trees, only when no any formal shape for them can be defined, since they are inherently subsymbolical indeed.
The learning task
Let us first recall the definition of the sorting problem, in order to state notations. The sorting problem: Given a file of records a 1 , ....,a n (let us call them items or elements as well) and an order relation ≤ , compute a permutation π of their indices such that a π(i) ≤ a π(j) for all π(i) < π(j).
As sorting is a basic step for a lot of computational procedures, a rich literature is available for finding out the most suitable algorithm for a specific sorting task. However, since our own task is to test our hybrid learning procedure, we just focus on two widespread algorithms: direct insertion and quick sort [31] , which prove very efficient in different fields.
Basically both are constituted by a sequence of alternations of guess and correction moves, where the smartness of the guesses highly affects the efficiency of the algorithms.
Moreover, the former works better for small files, while the latter for large files.
Thus, combining the two algorithms appears an excellent task for a hybrid system within the second class of hybrid system taxonomy given in Introduction. Namely, the bulk of the process is symbolic, while the neural part is committed to: (i) providing guesses that improve the efficiency of the single algorithms, (ii) suitably managing the fuzzy sets "small" and "large files". In the following first we solve the guess problem for the two algorithms separately, then we manage their merging.
Suggested_insertion.
We adopted a classical straight insertion routine [31] as the core of the whole algorithm.
Namely, building on the original file a of size n we grow an ordered prefix inserting at each step the left-most external element of a in the correct position. Obviously, during the insertion of a i we cannot avoid shifting by one place all the elements subsequent to a i in Table 3 . Suggested_insertion algorithm.
the prefix. The only operation susceptible to economy is the search for the exact position where to insert a i . A suggestion of this position is the duty of the neural network, whereas a check for an eventual correction of the suggestion is performed by the symbolic algorithm.
Therefore the job of the our algorithm reads as in Table 3 . Guess() is computed by the subsymbolic part consisting of a three-layer neural network. It has five input neurons to receive the value of the item a i to be ordered and its environment env(i). So, the general lay-out of the sorting system is the one shown in Fig. 5 . Figure 5 Once started, the system runs until the last element of a is inserted. We distinguish two clocks in its evolution. The first is the Guess clock (inner clock), which ticks at each updating of the network state. Instead the algorithm main increases the outer clock time i at each call to Guess, i.e. when the network input changes. Note that the routine Insertion() takes one inner clock pulse for computing delta, since it represents the recurrence equation of a single PE. However, the actual computational cost of this subroutine depends linearly on the number of both correction and shifting steps; while the learning algorithm bases its cost function on delta (as we will show in a moment).
The input to Guess() changes each h inner pulses, for suitable h, to allow the system to completely digest the new information conveyed by these data. Thus, the outer clock runs each h inner pulses. Only after this time the symbolic PE accepts the network suggestion and updates delta. Namely, we account 2 pulses for circulating back the output into the input of the neural network and the remaining h-2 pulses for recurrence loops inside the network. The first pulses are an idle time for the network that in our representation is substituted by a PE computing the identity function. For similar reasons the connection from the neural network to the symbolic PE appears and disappears from time to time, whereas the input connections are always active in order to strengthen the influence of their information content.
Furthermore, to have a smooth saturation, the activation function of all neurons, output included, is a sigmoid.
To implement the learning algorithms in section 2 we need only to specify the error function:
with the same notations of Table 3 and T=n. We normalize the suggestion error in order to give uniformity to the difficulty of the Guess() task. In fact, experiments done on using non rescaled errors biased the network to be correct mainly on the larger prefixes, losing the easier task on small prefixes and globally the inherent guessing mechanism with a general degradation of the subroutine performance.
Actually, this error function is manageable through both forward and backward release of these algorithms; we preferred the latter for homogeneity sake with the subsequent study cases.
Note that delta is an input for the neural module but an inner state variable (piped with weight 1) for the whole sorting system. Thus the current state vector of this system is given by the state vector of the neural network plus delta. The derivatives with respect to it of both the error function and the symbolic PE output are easy to compute. In particular ∂delta ∂y = 1 (16) since the exact ratio j /i in the expression of delta can not be altered by the state vector of our system. So the whole learning algorithm does not present any relevant computational problem.
Moreover -as well as all error functions do in our test bed -the present error function does not require the intervention of a teacher. Thus, we can conceive the training set as not fixed among learning cycles, but continuously increased by new instances from a given distribution law within a unique training cycle. Net parameters are updated at each sorting completion.
Guided_quick_sorting.
The delightful five instructions recursive procedure for quick sorting a file is the following [32] Quicksort(a, l=1, r=#a) define Divine(),env'() begin if(r>l) set pivot=Divine(a,env'(l,r)) // pivot suggestion set i= Partition(a,l,r,pivot) // partitioning apply Quicksort(a,l,r=i-1);
// left subfile quicksorting apply Quicksort(a,l=i+1,r); // right subfile quicksorting set delta= {(r-i)-(i-l)} // feed-back computing end Table 4 . Quick_sort standard algorithm. In Guided_quick_sorting the subroutine Divine() is computed subsymbolically.
As commonly known, the task of the Partition subroutine is to partition subfile a lr of a starting at position l and ending at position r into two subfiles constituted by items all less than or equal to and all greater than a pivot, respectively. The pivot results to be an item of a lr covering the location i in the partitioned subfile. The partition is simply obtained by a linear scanning of the subfile; the choice of the pivot is crucial to the efficiency of the whole algorithm and almost completely arbitrary as well. Many variants of Divine() subroutine and its environment env'(l,r) are available in the literature, we rely on neural suggestion.
Thus, the recursive function computed by the symbolic PE is exactly Quicksort(a,l, r), except for the call to a neural network in place of other symbolic procedures for achieving the pivot.
Figure 6
The general lay-out of the system is similar to the one shown in Fig. 5 . The differences are (see Fig. 6 ): i) there are only three inputs constituting the guessing environment env'(l,r): the delta variable − given here by the difference between the size σ l of the left and σ r of the right partition of the previously divided subfile − passed by the symbolic PE, and the minimum m and maximum value M of the records of the current subfile. Essentially, Divine() does not gain benefit from the knowledge of the subfile size; therefore we removed this datum from the input and, at same time, must renounce the numerically convenient normalization of delta.
ii) the hidden nodes are in numbers of 5.
iii) the meaning of output y is different. From y we obtain a dummy pivot by rounding the quantity ρ= m+y (M-m) . At the end of partitioning the true pivot is selected between the two scanned values closest to the dummy pivot from, respectively, below and above. We select the one which induces a better balance between the sizes of the remaining subfiles; then we put it in the medium between the subfiles (by a simple pair exchange) and use its index as the output of Partition subroutine.
In this case too we have an inner time in the province of Divine() and an outer time for submitting new inputs to the network.
Following its evolution versus the outer time, this system spreads on a tree structure where each pair of sons corresponds to the two partitions currently obtained. Now, after similar consideration on normalization, the error function is:
where T is the total number of calls to Partition(), ν the size of the subfile to be partitioned (normalized to the size n of the full file) and y opt the pivot (normalized to Mm) which exactly divides this subfile. This value remains unknown to the learning algorithm. Actually, what we know is the quantity σ l -σ r computed by the symbolic PE. This quantity monotonically depends on y-y opt and will constitute our estimate of this difference in the derivative of E(w) with respect to y. In the same direction, the derivative of σ l -σ r w.r.t. y is assumed to be 1, giving up the recurrence of the symbolic PE. This assumption suffers from two draw-backs that are overcome, as a matter of fact, by the robustness of the gradient descent method: -the absence of a rescaling to pass from delta to (y-y opt ) derivatives, that we could imagine adsorbed by a concealed small variation of the learning rate. In fact, ∂ σ l -σ r ∂ y-y opt = ∂ σ l -σ r ∂ρ M-m and we expect the last derivative to be essentially decreasing with (M-m).
-the remotion of higher order terms in the derivative accounting for the influence of the pivoting error on the partitioning of son subfiles. This assumption derives from the difficulty of managing these terms.
∇E(w) computation has been modularly organized according to equations (9) to (11).
Actually, the resulting procedure has some similarity with Back_propagation_ through_tree. In both cases a network runs down along all branches of a binary tree in the forward phase and comes back to the root for collecting error terms. However, in
Guided_quick_sorting error terms fully add on each crossed node and net parameters update at each sorting completion, therefore we use an almost standard method [32] for traversing the tree.
Compound_ sorting.
We restrict the Knuth question [31] "What is the best possible way to sort?" to the local selection between the Suggested_insertion and Guided_quick_sorting.
There are plenty of results concerning mean and other features of the comparative costs of the two algorithms w.r.t. the properties of the file to be ordered. An assessed wisdom is that for small files direct insertion is more convenient, while for large files quick sorting is better.
Therefore we consider the operational scheme of Fig. 7 .a, whose meaning is the following:
For a given sorting file let us start asking a boolean ORACLE whether it is better to process it by Guided_quick_sorting or Suggested_insertion. In the second alternative we apply the preferred algorithm and stop. Otherwise we perform a first partitioning of the file and for each subfile we repeat question and actions till the complete ordering of each generated subfile ( a q -edge does not split longer for a subfile size ≤ 2 or other suitable threshold).
Our objective is to substitute ORACLE with a neural network trained to answer the following question:
Given a file and an algorithm which start ordering it by quick sorting, from which length down the single subfile does it become more convenient to switch to direct insertion to
conclude sorting? Figure 7 This question too has already been dealt with in various global frameworks, such as worst case, mean performance and so on [31] . As usual, the distinguishing feature of the neural networks approach is to tailor solutions for each single case. This looks impossible for a fixed neural network; on the contrary, it becomes feasible if we plan to train the network from time to time to operate in narrow subdomains of the input space.
With this aim, we map the operational scheme of Fig. 7 .a into a slight variant of the decision tree of Fig. 3 and commit the switching module to point at the better sorting strategy on each questioning point.
The peculiarities of this mapping are the following:
• The decision tree is interleaving decision with splitting layers like in Fig. 7 .b. From a decision node associated to a given subfile the i-son calls Suggested_insertion for completely sorting the subfile; thus no further edge follows it. On the contrary, the q-son calls one step of Guided_quick_sort. Therefore this decision leads to a splitting node with two edges: l and r, each ending son being a new decision node associated to a subfile coming from the partitioning mechanism.
• The decisions to be taken by the switcher depend on the results of the sorting algorithms called to run one or more steps ahead on each node, but they do not influence in turn these results. Thus we take them in input, while the state vector is just the switcher network state.
• We continue to organize computations along root_to_leaf paths and to model the error function as the average of the path costs. The structure of these costs is the following.
We maintain the same notations of Section 2. However, since intermediate edge can occur only after a quick-sorting choice, we omit mentioning these edges. Therefore our paths are described by a series of "l" or "r" symbols ending with a "q" or a "i". Moreover, the subscript in b j and the quantity #b count only the decision nodes crossed in the path.
According to the agreement of moving edge costs and probabilities on the ending nodes, decision nodes are costless. The cost of a splitting node equals the length of the subfile associated to the parent node, accounting for the cost of one step of Guided_quick_sorting on this subfile. The cost of the alternative leaf (at the end of an i-edge) is conventionally assumed equal to the number of comparisons performed by Suggested_insertion to completely order the same subfile. These costs combine as follows in the first two decision levels of our tree:
More in general, E(w) reads:
We can arrange in various equivalent ways the training of the switching network. To apply formulas of Section 2 exactly, we can place a symbolic PE in each splitting node, that identically transfers the state of the switcher network from parent to son decision nodes and computes y=1/2 as the value of the conditional probability of its left son given the initial path. More directly, we fuse subsequent pairs of edges between decision nodes, now working with nodes with fan-out 3 and with an inner clock striking on each crossing of these new edges. Consequently factor 1/2 #b-j in (18) enters directly in the cost of node j, and some care must be taken to synchronize the various terms computing ∇E.
The architecture of the whole hybrid system is sketched in Fig. 8 . Figure 8 At each outer clock tick, the system goes one step ahead in the two sorting alternatives.
Namely, it partitions the current subfile using the pivot guessed by the neural network of section 3.2 and tastes Suggested_insertion on the subfile using the neural network of sect. 3.1. Actually only few steps of Suggested_insertion are performed -till sorting 10% of the subfile for a maximum of 20 records-to limit the involved costs both in training and in recall phases.
The switcher network, that is the third network of the whole sorting system, is fed on inputs that account for both current and past processing story. Of the current state the network receives in input: (i) minimum and maximum values of the items in the current subfile, (ii) its size and (iii) the ratio between this and the initial file size. Moreover, the switching network takes a compressed representation of both the past query story and the structure of the involved data through: (a) the state of its hidden layer, since the switcher is a recurrent neural network, and (b) the states of hidden layers of the other two neural networks, that complete the input.
The switcher hidden layer consists of six fully connected neurons. The output neuron is fully connected as well. On each new input, the output signal is sent to the rest of the system after a few inner recurrence loops.
The training concerns only this network, where the other two neural modules have been trained in advance on the single sorting methods.
Due to the multiplicative structure of path probability, the derivative of E with respect to the sole output p(b j ) in correspondence of node b j is trivial:
Thus, the use of the present error function does not introduce any tangible overhead in the computation of ∇E(w).
Numerical experiments
We had three questions in mind in preparing numerical experiments: (i) how much better do hybrid sorters perform w.r.t. conventional sorters?
(ii) what do neural modules actually learn? (iii) what is the relevance of the hybrid structure to learning efficiency?
The experiment protocol was the following:
We fix a 16-bit random variable X in [0,1].
In the training stage, at each learning trial, we pick a file length between 2 and 100 uniformly at random and fill the file with numbers a j sampled from the fixed distribution.
In the recall stage, new files are generated according to the above procedure, but the file length now varies from 2 to 1000.
To modulate the sorting difficulties, we focus on the three distribution laws L1, L2 and L3 plotted in Fig 9. Respectively, they represent the uniform distribution, its downward biased version, and a fair mix of a downward and an upward distributions. In fact, denoting by f(x) and F(x) the density and cumulative distribution functions of X, respectively, and by I S is the indicator function of the set S, we have:
Figure 9 The comparative efficiency of the hybrid sorters is shown in Fig. 10 on the basis of the conventional costs detailed in the figure, where in absence of neural suggestion: i) straight insertion searches the correct position of a new element shifting it from right to the left of the currently ordered prefix, and ii) we used the Hoare rule [77] of selecting the median from among three items sampled from a subfile as pivot of this subfile.
Figure 10
The general features emerging from these pictures are:
• The dependence figures of the time complexity on the file size do not change with neural cooperation. However, a uniform general decrease of this complexity occurs in both hybrid sorting strategies.
• The increasing in the files' statistical structure passing from first to third distribution results in a growing of sorting difficulty in both conventional and hybrid sorters and generally in a slight reduction of the neural cooperation gain.
• The single hybrid algorithms are very stable; the standard deviation of the costs normalized as in the pictures is around 0,05 for Suggested_insertion and 0,0085 for Guided_quick_ sorting. Thus these plots can be seen as graphs of almost deterministic cost functions • In closer detail, the benefit of the neural cooperation is more tangible in the insert strategy, where we have a complexity reduction of about one order. The improvement in quick sorting is of less entity, since this approach to sorting is very smart per se and the conventional sorter complexity is already very close to theoretical lowerbound nLog(n).
Note that in correspondence to uniform distribution we sometimes trespass on this lowerbound with our algorithm. This is due to the fact that in our accounting the cost of pivoting a subfile conventionally equals the length of the subfile minus one, i.e. the pivot excluded.
• The merge between the two neural methods is degraded by a lower efficiency of the hybrid insertion sorter in processing biased subfiles of the initial file. According to our procedure, indeed, the neural module must now suggest correct insertions in subfiles generated by subsequent pivotings of the initial file. In fact, each partitioning step of quick sorting selects the items of the outcoming subfiles from a variously truncated version of the original distribution function. For each original distribution we train a network to produce these suggestions (in the following we will mention the related algorithm as Truncated_suggested_insertion). The networks learn enough to make the merging between the two methods suitable, but definitely less efficiently than the networks operating on non truncated distributions.
The compound strategy generally gains an improvement that is small and of double standard deviation with respect to Guided_quick_sorting. As shown later on however, this improvement, which increases almost logarithmically with the size of the file, is exactly -modulo some physiological inefficiencies-what is allowed by the compounding of the two sorting methods.
Concerning our second question, about what the network learns, we use the properties of the distribution law from which the sorting items have been extracted to give a reasonable comparison term to hybrid system performance. Thus we have:
Fact 1: Given a file a sampled from a random variable X of cumulative distribution function F X (x), denoting by a i the ordered prefix produced by the sorting algorithm in table 3 at the insertion of a i , the maximum likelihood estimate J(a i ) of the insertion point of this item inside a i is:
Proof: We use in a reverse mode the fact that the maximum likelihood estimate of the probability F X (x) that X has value less or equal x is given by the frequency φ a (x) of the records with value less or equal x in a [78] . Namely:
Now:
• for the growing subfile a the distribution law of its items has cumulative distribution function F X = F X .
• J(a i ) -1 accounts for the number of items preceding a i in a i ; in other words, J(a i ) is the number of these records less than or equal a i .
• given F X , from (22) via the invariance property of maximum likelihood estimates we have for J(a i ) the relation
Fact 2:
Given file a as in Fact 1, denoting by a one of the two subfiles of a obtained by the pivoting operation described in table 4, and by l l and l u the lower and upper extremes, respectively of the values falling in a, the maximum likelihood guess ρ(a)
of the pivot for a is:
where Y is a random variable with the distribution function:
and F Y -1 (0.5) is the inverse of the above distribution function in 0.5, namely
Proof: Since the pivoting operation does not change the distribution law of the single variables X j inside the union of the obtained subfiles, the conditional distribution laws of these variables given the extremes of a pivoted subfile have exactly the same expression of the variable Y in the claim. Now, by specifying relation (22) to this variable and inverting it on y = 0.5 we obtain the guess of the pivot which exactly divides a.
We designed two further direct insertion and quick sort algorithms -let us call them statistically driven sorters -where insertion points and pivots are estimated as in Facts 1 and 2, respectively, and repeated our experiments using these algorithms.
Having these experiments as counterparts, we get some statistical insights on the behavior of the neural algorithms from the pictures in Figs. 11 to 15 .
Figure 11
In closer detail, focusing on the L1 distribution, Fig. 11 .a shows that the neural network got the same conclusions as we did in Fact 1 for guessing the insertion points. The difference between the neural guess mean values and the statistical estimates are indeed low, except for an understandable conservative tendency of the neural network to avoid guesses too near to the extremes. The positioning error is structured accordingly, as shown in Fig. 11 .b. Note that the ceiling of suggested insertion values, that we adopt to obtain integer indices, virtually increases their values as estimators of iF X (a i ). The network appears aware of this. In fact, the error curve is almost symmetrically distributed around zero while the neural guesses are slightly biased downward.
Anyway, the entity of these errors is very small, so that the performances of the insertion driven by the neural network and the one driven by the distribution law are almost indistinguishable (see Fig 11. c) Figure 12 Similar conclusions can be drawn for the L2 distribution (see Fig. 12 ), while the third test bed denotes an interesting perspicacity of our device. Indeed the cost diagrams in Fig.   13 .a denote a better performance of neural versus statistic strategy, and the guessing distributions are different (see Fig. 13.b) . Actually, the neural network understand not only the data distribution but also their temporal sequencing. Indeed, the sorting file is generated in two steps: first we generate half sample according to F 3.1 , then we generate the remaining items according to F 2 . This implies that the insertions will occur less frequently in the right tail of the growing subfile than it is suggested by the cumulative distribution of L3. Indeed, using the same notation as in Fact. 1, and denoting by E the expected value, ν i -1 the number of items before a i in a i , we have:
that calls for a suggestion J'(a i ) around E[ν i ] less than the value
from Fact 2.
Figure 13
This bias is destroyed by the pivoting action of the quick sorting algorithm. For this sorting strategy we see that our hybrid system actually learns subsymbolic issues of the two difficult notions of conditional distribution and inverse function recalled in Fact 2. In the case of uniform distribution the network firmly learns to suggest the mean value between the extremes of the sorting interval. This gives rise to differences between guessed and actual median pivot (the optimal one) fairly distributed around zero with a variance increasing with the size of the subfile (see Fig. 14) , as expectable from the normalized error function (16) .
Figure 14
The same capability is preserved also for the difficult to invert case of the mixed distribution law. As we can see in Figs. 15.a and .b we have small, though biased, differences with respect to the statistical suggestion and consequent bias in the partitioning errors. However, as shown in Fig. 15 .c, these errors do not sensibly affect the performance of the hybrid system. Computing the difference (y-ρ(a)) resulted in a good expedient to avoid the burdensome job of finding exact pivot on each subfile; rather, we assumed the statistical pivot as good estimate of it. On the contrary, from Fact 2 we know that subfile size, though suitable for drawing bidimensional graphs, is not a strictly relevant parameter for the pivot guessing.
We pay this draw-back with spread confidence limits, except for the highest sizes, that refer to initial files. In fact, first partitioning is steadily biased in the suggestion difference, giving almost zero variance in Fig 15. a, but suffers from the inner variance of the records in the file that translates in a non null variance of the partitioning errors.
Note the double conservative tendency of the network (i) to learn pivot suggestions towards the center of the sorting subfile -the cause of the positive bias w.r.t. the statistical pivot -and (ii) to balance the partitioning errors around zero, as a typical effect of the steepest descent learning strategy.
Figure 15
To study the compound strategy algorithm we considered a normalized gain computed as follows. Denoting by σ s the mean value of the file size at which the network decides to abandon the quick sorting phase, for each file we expect around µ=n/σ s subfiles whose ordering is completed by direct insertion. Therefore we assume the difference between Guided_quick_sorting and Compound_sorting costs divided by µ as the normalized gain of the latter with respect to the former sorting strategy. Fig. 16 .a shows a normalized gain for L3 distribution that slowly decreases with the file length. The mean gain coming at each shift from the former to latter sorting strategy should be close to the rise of about 300 units between the two corresponding curves, as can be appreciated after a zoom of the graphs in Fig. 10 .i. We used the mentioned σ s (=75) to normalize the gain; but the actual switch points are widely spread around this value, nicely reflecting the bimodality of the records' distribution law (see Fig. 16 .b). In fact, in this test bed and in L2 as well, the shift is decided by thresholding to 0.5 the network suggestion p(b j ). Namely, starting quick partitioning a, in each branch the sorting process commutes to the suggested insertion strategy at the first subfile at which the network answer p is l.t. 0. Therefore we preferred to use the scattered suggestions in Fig. 17 .a just for identifying a fixed switching point. Namely, given the obvious parabolic shape of the shift gain (see Fig. 17 .b) we locate this point at half of the sizes' range surely preferring Suggested_insertion strategy. However , this rule loses the adaptability of the network intervention to the single sorting file, gaining the sole benefit of avoiding the mentioned insertion tasting overheads.
Figure 17
In regard to the last question stated at the start of this section, we focused on the relevance of the feed-back from the symbolic PE (the delta signal), just trying to train the system without the connection piping this signal.
Actually, for the direct insertion method we succeeded also with this reduced system. As it emerges from the tight confidence intervals in Figs. 11 .a, 12 and 13.b, the neural network learns an almost direct mapping between value of the record and guess on its position. Note, however, that the neural feedback remains essential to account for the insertion history. We presume that it is this recurrence which allowed the network to discover the special sequencing of the sample extraction in case of L3 distribution.
On the contrary, as statistically discussed before, guessing pivots in the quick sorting is a more complex job. In this case the hybrid system firmly enjoys the feed-back from the symbolic processor. In absence of this feed-back we obtain costs around those of the conventional sorting (see Fig. 18 .a). The statistics plotted in Figs. 18.b and .c denote a generalized worse pivoting in the reduced case. Figure 18 
Conclusions
In the metaphor of a big artificial neural network trained for many and many centuries to sort a file, we might expect that at the end it synthesizes crucial rules in skillful algorithms like the human brain did in its evolution. Thus, supplying these rules directly to the network by embedding some symbolic processor could save a lot of running time allowing us to obtain in a few hours a skillful sorting algorithm even more efficient than the above rules. Such a metaphor has not the pretense of explaining relations between symbolic and subsymbolic knowledges but goes in the direction of designing hybrid systems which profitably enjoy both.
In this paper we presented a unifying framework for dealing with hybrid systems, together with a general learning algorithm for these systems.
We tried to be as general as possible. At the same time, however, we pursued in depth a special example with two distinguishing features:
• it is complex enough to involve notions such as NP-hardness, probabilistic rules, time varying hybrid architectures, decision trees and fuzzy attributes.
• it is in the core of practical computational problems. Thus any improvement with respect to conventional solving methods is a clear witness to the effectiveness of the proposed hybrid approach.
We realized hybrid methods which perform sensibly better than the conventional ones, and further improvement are expectable from the mentioned combining of our top-down with existing bottom-up approaches in managing decision trees. At the same time we investigated the reason for this better performance and realized that complex and fine notions like cumulative distribution function, conditional distribution, time sequencing and function inversion can be dealt with by a neural network, at least to some extent. This is not to assert that the neural network actually perceives these notions, but to make a contribution in the direction of devising a jumping mechanism from subsymbolic to symbolic computing. Figure 1 . Two representations of a hybrid system a. running network b. direct acyclic mother graph = symbolic PE; = subsymbolic PE (neuron) = running connection; = current unfolded connection; = past or future unfolded connection 
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